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I. INTRODUCTION
A Poisson algebra is both a Lie algebra and a commutative associative algebra which are compatible in a certain sense. Poisson algebras play important roles in many fields in mathematics and mathematical physics, such as the Poisson geometry, integrable systems, non-commutative (algebraic or differential) geometry, and so on (Ref. 1 
and the references therein).
On the other hand, both Lie algebras and (commutative) associative algebras have a known theory of bialgebras which have been applied to a lot of fields. Lie bialgebras, which were introduced by Drinfeld, 2 are now well established as the infinitesimalisation of quantum groups. 3, 4 In the case of associative algebras, Joni and Rota introduced the notion of infinitesimal bialgebra in order to provide an algebraic framework for the calculus of divided differences. 5 With an additional skewsymmetry, it is called an associative D-bialgebra in Ref. 6 (or a balanced infinitesimal bialgebra in Ref. 7 in the opposite algebra, or an antisymmetric infinitesimal bialgebra in Ref. 8 ). All of these notions are analogues of a Lie bialgebra and Aguiar developed a systematic theory for infinitesimal bialgebras from this point of view. 7, 9 They were also applied in combinatorics. 10, 11 So it is natural to combine the ideas of Lie bialgebras and (commutative and cocommutative) infinitesimal bialgebras in a uniform way, which is the main aim of this paper. More precisely, we establish a bialgebra theory for Poisson algebras, that is, Poisson bialgebras. In fact, a Poisson bialgebra is by definition both a Lie bialgebra (with respect to the Lie bracket of the Poisson algebra) and a commutative and cocommutative infinitesimal bialgebra (with respect to the commutative associative product of the Poisson algebra) which are compatible in a certain sense. Moreover, we will show that a Poisson bialgebra exhibits both the features of a Lie bialgebra and an infinitesimal bialgebra. In particular, a Poisson bialgebra can be obtained by solving the classical Yang-Baxter equation (CYBE) and associative Yang-Baxter equation (AYBE) uniformly (namely, Poisson YangBaxter equation (PYBE)).
A natural application of Poisson bialgebras is that they naturally fit into a framework of Li to construct Poisson brackets in integrable systems. 12 In fact, Poisson bialgebras can be used to construct the so-called compatible Poisson structures. For example, there naturally exists a family of compatible Poisson structures in the sense of Ref. 12 on the "double space" (Drinfeld classical double) of a finite-dimensional Poisson bialgebra.
(a) Let L (x) and R (x) denote the left and right multiplication operator respectively, that is, L (x)y = R (y)x = xy for any x, y ∈ A. We also simply denote them by L(x) and R(x) respectively without confusion. In particular, if (g, [, ] ) is a Lie algebra, we let ad [, ] (x) = ad(x) denote the adjoint operator, that is, ad [, ] (
where 1 is the unit if (A, ) is unital or a symbol playing a similar role to the unit for the non-unital cases. The operation between two rs is given in an obvious way. For example,
(c) Let V be a vector space. Let τ : V ⊗ V → V ⊗ V be the exchanging operator defined as
(d) Let V 1 , V 2 be two vector spaces and T :
(e) Let V be a vector space. For any linear map ρ :
Note that in this case, ρ* is different from the one given by Eq. (4) which regards End F (V ) as a vector space, too.
II. MODULES AND MATCHED PAIRS OF POISSON ALGEBRAS
At first, we recall how to construct a Lie algebra (or a commutative associative algebra) structure on the direct sum of two Lie algebras (or two commutative associative algebras) such that both of them are subalgebras.
Let (g 1 , [, ] 1 ) and (g 2 , [, ] 2 ) be two Lie algebras. If there are F -linear maps ρ 1 : g 1 → End F (g 2 ) and ρ 2 : g 2 → End F (g 1 ) which are representations of g 1 and g 2 , respectively, and they satisfy the following equations:
for any x, y ∈ g 1 and a, b ∈ g 2 , then (g 1 , g 2 , ρ 1 , ρ 2 ) is called a matched pair of Lie algebras. In this case, there exists a Lie algebra structure on the vector space g 1 ⊕ g 2 given by
It is denoted by g 1
g 2 or simply g 1 g 2 . Moreover, every Lie algebra which is the direct sum of the underlying vector spaces of two subalgebras can be obtained from a matched pair of Lie algebras. 18, 19 Let (A, •) be a commutative associative algebra. Recall that a representation (or a module) of A is a vector space V and an F -linear map μ :
Let (A 1 , • 1 ) and (A 2 , • 2 ) be two commutative associative algebras. If there are F -linear maps μ 1 : A 1 → End F (A 2 ) and μ 2 : A 2 → End F (A 1 ) which are representation of A 1 and A 2 , respectively, and they satisfy the following equations:
for any x, y ∈ A 1 and a, b ∈ A 2 , then (A 1 , A 2 , μ 1 , μ 2 ) is called a matched pair of commutative associative algebras. In this case, there exists a commutative associative algebra structure • on the vector space A 1 ⊕A 2 given by
It is denoted by A 1
Moreover, every commutative associative algebra which is the direct sum of the underlying vector spaces of two subalgebras can be obtained from a matched pair of commutative associative algebras. 8 Now we consider the case of Poisson algebras. Recall that a Poisson algebra (P, {, }, •) is an F -vector space equipped with two bilinear operations {, }, •: P ⊗ P → P such that (P, {, }) is a Lie algebra and (P, •) is a commutative associative algebra and
A homomorphism between two Poisson algebras is defined as an F -linear map between the two Poisson algebras that preserves the corresponding operations.
Let (P, {, }, •) be a Poisson algebra, V be an F -vector space and
is a representation of (P, {, }) and (V, S • ) is a representation of (P, •) and they are compatible in the sense that (for any x, y ∈ P)
In fact, (V, S {,} , S • ) is a module of a Poisson algebra (P, {, }, •) if and only if the direct sum of vector spaces P ⊕ V is turned into a Poisson algebra by defining the operations by (we still denote the operations by {, } and •):
for any
is a matched pair of Lie algebras and
for any x, y ∈ P 1 and a, b ∈ P 2 , then there exists a Poisson algebra structure {, }, • on the vector space P 1 ⊕P 2 given by
We denote this Poisson algebra by P 1
) satisfying the above conditions is called a matched pair of Poisson algebras. On the other hand, every Poisson algebra which is a direct sum of the underlying spaces of two subalgebras can be obtained in the above way.
Proof. In fact, P 1 ⊕ P 2 becomes a Poisson algebra if and only if the following equations are satisfied (for any x, y ∈ P 1 , a, b ∈ P 2 ): {a, {x, y}} + {y, {a, x}} + {x, {y, a}} = 0, {x, {a, b}} + {b, {x, a}} + {a, {b, x}} = 0,
{a,
Note that Eq. (23) is equivalent to the fact that (
is a matched pair of Lie algebras and Eq. (24) is equivalent to the fact that (P 1 ,
is a matched pair of commutative associative algebras. Moreover, Eqs. (25) and (26) are equivalent to the fact that (ρ {,} 1 , μ • 1 ) and (ρ {,} 2 , μ • 2 ) satisfy the compatible conditions (13) and (14) and Eqs. (17)- (20) .
III. MANIN TRIPLES OF POISSON ALGEBRAS AND POISSON BIALGEBRAS
At first, we introduce a notion of Manin triple of Poisson algebras which is an analogue of the notion of Manin triple for Lie algebras. 3 
Definition 1. A Manin triple of Poisson algebras (P, P
+ , P − ) is a triple of Poisson algebras P, P + , and P − together with a nondegenerate symmetric bilinear form B(, ) on P which is invariant in the sense that
satisfying the following conditions:
(1) P + and P − are Poisson subalgebras of P; (2) P = P + ⊕ P − as F -vector spaces; (3) P + and P − are isotropic with respect to B(, ).
A homomorphism between two Manin triples of Poisson algebras (P 1 , P
2 ) with two nondegenerate symmetric invariant bilinear forms B 1 and B 2 respectively is a homomorphism of Poisson algebras ϕ : P 1 → P 2 such that
Obviously, a Manin triple of Poisson algebras is just a triple of Poisson algebras such that they are both a Manin triple of Lie algebras 3 and a commutative associative version of Manin triple 8 with the same nondegenerate symmetric bilinear form (and share the same isotropic subalgebras). Moreover, it is easy to see that P + and P − are both Lagrangian subalgebras of P. In particular, there is a special (standard) Manin triple of Poisson algebras as follows. Let (P, {, }, •) be a Poisson algebra. If there is a Poisson algebra structure on the direct sum of the underlying vector space of P and its dual space P* such that (P ⊕ P*, P, P*) is a Manin triple of Poisson algebras with the invariant symmetric bilinear form on P ⊕ P* given by 
) is a matched pair of Poisson algebras.
Like the Manin triples for Lie algebras corresponding to Lie bialgebras 3 and the commutative associative versions of Manin triples corresponding to commutative and cocommutative infinitesimal bialgebras, [6] [7] [8] 21 there is also a bialgebra structure which corresponds to a Manin triple of Poisson algebras following from the equivalent conditions of matched pairs of Poisson algebras. We first recall the notions of Lie bialgebra and infinitesimal bialgebra.
Let (g, [, ] ) be a Lie algebra. A Lie bialgebra structure on g is a skew-symmetric F -linear map δ : g → g ⊗ g such that (g, δ) is a Lie coalgebra and δ is a 1-cocycle of g with coefficient in g ⊗ g, i.e., it satisfies the following equation:
In particular, a Lie bialgebra (g, δ) is called coboundary if δ is a 1-coboundary, that is, there exists an r ∈ g ⊗ g such that
In this case, δ automatically satisfies Eq. (30) . It is usually denoted by (g, [, ] , r ). Let (A, •) be an associative algebra. An infinitesimal bialgebra structure on A is an F -linear map : A → A ⊗ A such that (A, ) is a coassociative coalgebra and is a derivation (1-cocycle) , that is,
In particular, an infinitesimal bialgebra (A, ) is called coboundary if is a principal derivation (1-coboundary), 8, 9 that is, there exists an r ∈ A ⊗ A such that
In this case, automatically satisfies Eq.
(32). It is usually denoted by (A, •, r).
Definition 2. Let (P, {, }, •) be a Poisson algebra. Suppose that it is equipped with two comultiplications δ, : P → P ⊗ P such that (P, δ, ) is a Poisson coalgebra, that is, (P, δ) is a Lie coalgebra and (P, ) is a coassociative coalgebra which is cocommutative and they satisfy the following compatible condition:
If in addition, (P, {, }, δ) is a Lie bialgebra and (P, •, ) is a commutative and cocommutative infinitesimal bialgebra and δ and are compatible in the following sense (∀x, y ∈ P):
then (P, {, }, •, δ, ) is called a Poisson bialgebra. A homomorphism between two Poisson coalgebras is defined as an F -linear map between the two Poisson coalgebras that preserves the corresponding cooperations. A homomorphism between two Poisson bialgebras is a homomorphism of both Poisson algebras and Poisson coalgebras.
Structure Theorem (II). Let (P, {, } 1 , • 1 ) be a Poisson algebra equipped with two comultiplications δ, : P → P ⊗ P. Suppose that δ*, *: P* ⊗ P*⊂(P ⊗ P)* → P* induce a Poisson algebra structure on P*, where δ* and * correspond to the Lie bracket and the product of the commutative associative algebra respectively. Set {, } 2 = δ*, • 2 = *. Then the following conditions are equivalent:
) is a matched pair of Poisson algebras. (3) (P ⊕ P*, P, P*) is a standard Manin triple of Poisson algebras with the bilinear form defined
by Eq. (29) and the isotropic subalgebras are P and P*.
Proof. We only need to prove that the fact (1) holds if and only if the fact (2) holds. In fact, it is known that (P, {, }, δ) is a Lie bialgebra if and only if (P, P * , ad ) is a matched pair of Lie algebras 3 and (P, •, ) is a commutative and cocommutative infinitesimal bialgebra if and only if (P,
) is a matched pair of commutative associative algebras. 8 Then by Theorem 1, we only need to prove Eqs. (17)- (20) are equivalent to Eqs. (35) and (36) in the case that ρ {,
. As an example, we give an explicit proof of the case that (for any x, y ∈ P, a* ∈ P*)
is equivalent to Eq. (35). The proof of other cases is similar. In fact, let the left hand side of the above equation acts on an arbitrary element b* ∈ P*, we have
Then the conclusion follows.
Furthermore, it is easy to show that two Manin triples of Poisson algebras are isomorphic if and only if their corresponding Poisson bialgebras are isomorphic.
IV. COBOUNDARY POISSON BIALGEBRAS
At first, we recall some important results of the coboundary Lie bialgebras and the coboundary infinitesimal bialgebras. For example, they lead to the famous classical Yang-Baxter equation (CYBE) 2, 3 and Aguiar's associative Yang-Baxter equation (AYBE), 9 respectively. Let g be a Lie algebra and r ∈ g ⊗ g. The linear map δ defined by Eq. (31) makes (A, δ) into a Lie coalgebra if and only if the following conditions are satisfied (for any x ∈ g): 
for some r ∈ P ⊗ P. We sometimes denote it by (P, {, }, •, r). Obviously, a coboundary Poisson bialgebra (P, {, }, •, r) is equivalent to the fact that both (P, {, }, r) (as a Lie bialgebra) and (P, •, r) (as an infinitesimal bialgebra) are coboundary. Further, let (P, {, }, •, r) be a coboundary Poisson bialgebra for some r ∈ P ⊗ P, then it is easy to show that δ and satisfy Eqs. (35) and (36) automatically. Now we examine when (P, δ, ) becomes a Poisson coalgebra, where δ and are defined by Eqs. (39) and (40) for some r ∈ P ⊗ P, respectively. Let P be an F -vector space equipped with two comultiplications δ, : P → P ⊗ P. Then (P, δ, ) becomes a Poisson coalgebra for δ corresponding to the Lie cobracket and corresponding to the coproduct of the cocommutative coalgebra if and only if (P, δ) is a Lie coalgebra and (P, ) is a cocommutative coalgebra and
Let (P, {, }, •) be a Poisson algebra. Define two comultiplications δ, : P → P ⊗ P by Eqs. (39) and (40) with r = i a i ⊗ b i ∈ P ⊗ P, respectively. Then in this case (for any x ∈ P)
In fact, it follows from
which the sum of the first four terms is
Therefore the following conclusion follows: Proof. Let r ∈ P ⊗ P*⊂(P ⊕ P*) ⊗ (P ⊕ P*) correspond to the identity map id: P → P. Let {e i ,. . . , e n } be a basis of P and {e * 1 , . . . e * n } be its dual basis. Then r = i e i ⊗ e * i . Suppose that the Poisson algebra structure ({, }, •) on P ⊕ P* is given by PD(P) = P
• 2 ) is the Poisson algebra structure on P* induced by (δ*, *). Then we have (for any x, y ∈ P, a*, b* ∈ P*)
It is straightforward to prove that r satisfies CYBE and AYBE and
So r satisfies the conditions in Theorem 2. Thus,
induce a coboundary Poisson bialgebra structure on PD(P).
Let (P, {, } 1 , • 1 , δ 1 , 1 ) be a Poisson bialgebra. With the Poisson-bialgebra structure given in Theorem 3, P ⊕ P* is called the Drinfeld classical double of P. As in the proof of Theorem 3, we denoted it by PD(P).
V. O-OPERATORS OF POISSON ALGEBRAS, POST-POISSON ALGEBRAS, AND QUASITRIANGULAR POISSON BIALGEBRAS
In this section we introduce notions of O-operator (of weight λ ∈ F ) on a Poisson algebra, postPoisson algebra, and quasitriangular Poisson bialgebra. We use O-operators on Poisson algebras to construct post-Poisson algebras. We show that a quasitriangular Poisson bialgebra naturally gives a post-Poisson algebra. 
(43) 
is a P-module Poisson algebra if and only if the direct sum of vector spaces P ⊕ V is turned into a Poisson algebra by defining the operations by
for any x, y ∈ P, u, v ∈ V . Further, if (P, {, }, •) is a Poisson algebra, then it is easy to see that
multiplication is symmetric, i.e., (x • y, z) = (x, y • z) for all x, y, z ∈ P. Assume that R: P → P is a classical r-matrix (with respect to the Lie bracket [, ] ).
(1) For each integer n ≥ − 1, the formula
(where F and H are smooth functions on P) defines a Poisson structure on P. Let us come back to Poisson bialgebras. Let (P, {, }, •, δ, ) be a Poisson bialgebra. Recall that, as a vector space, the Drinfeld classical double PD(P) is just P ⊕ P*. It is known that
is a classical r-matrix on PD(P) (as a Lie algebra), where p P * (p P respectively) is the projection onto P* (P respectively). 22 Moreover, the natural bilinear form B p on PD(P) defined by Eq. (29) satisfies Eq. (27) . So Eq. (78) defines a family of compatible Poisson structures on PD(P), where R is defined by Eq. (79).
VII. SUMMARY AND OUTLOOK
We introduce a notion of Poisson bialgebra which combines a Lie bialgebra and a commutative (and cocommutative) infinitesimal bialgebra which are compatible in a certain sense. It exhibits many familiar properties of Lie bialgebras. It also fits into a framework to construct compatible Poisson brackets in integrable systems and has close relationships with certain algebraic structures like O-operators of weight λ ∈ F and post-Poisson algebras.
But it is just a study at the beginning which is far way from being well-constructed. For example, we have not known yet whether there is a natural Poisson bialgebra structure on the tensor product of two Poisson bialgebras, like the tensor product of two Poisson algebras still being a Poisson algebra. Furthermore, we will consider to give a similar theory of bialgebra structures on the pre-Poisson algebras introduced by Aguiar. 26 All of these bialgebras fit into the framework of the generalized bialgebras given by Loday. 31 Furthermore, Poisson bialgebras might have relations with some other fields, such as the Poisson-Lie T-duality in string theory, 32, 33 the possible "quantization," 34 some properties of combinatorics, and so on.
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